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Dive into 2016 with an action-packed trip through the fantastical world of Hyrule. Featuring our hero,

Link, in his never-ending quest to save Princess Zelda from the evil Ganon, this brightly colored

16-month calendar features images from one of Nintendoâ€™s all-time bestselling games.
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This 2016 wall calendar features beautifully drawn artwork from the latest Legend of Zelda games,

including Twilight Princess, Skyward Sword, The Wind Waker HD, Phantom Hourglass, Ocarina of

Time 3D, Majora's Mask 3D, and A Link Between Worlds.The calendar is very well made with a

smooth, glossy feel to the cover and backside. The pages are printed on a high quality material that

truly brings out the colorful designs and details in the artwork.The four remaining months in 2015

(September through December) are featured on the first page as smaller, at-a-glance calendars,

while each month in 2016 is displayed vividly on two full-sized pages -- the gorgeous artwork on the

top page and the days of the week on the bottom page. Additional character artwork is also found

on each of the bottom pages as well.Whether you are a die-hard Zelda fan or not, you won't regret

picking up this calendar!

My daughter loves all things Zelda, so this calendar was a huge hit with her. I was pleased to

discover it was a quality calendar, done in vivid colors and nice paper. Very well made and not

some cheap knockoff. The pictures for each month are scenes from the games and there's a whole

year calendar for 2015 in the front before all the months start, which is what she's using right now



since it's December 2015. If you're a Zelda fan (especially a fan of the N64 versions) you'll love it.

I normally buy some type of Nintendo calander and since I was not a fan of this years Mario Bros

calander I decided to give this one a try. I require a calander that has squares big enough to write

down dates/apointments in so this fit the bill well. The art is fantastic, really beautiful to look at. The

quality of the paper the calander is printed on is solid also, zero complaints.

I bought this for my Zelda-loving, 12-year-old son and he loves it. He says he wants one every year

for the rest of his life ;-). I agree it's a great find. The pages are thick and the pictures are vibrant.

Well done!

I buy this calendar every year. It's a must for a serious Legend of Zelda fan! My only complaint is

that the backgrounds look very plain. Adding Legend of Zelda themed backgrounds to the months

would make it look much better.

What can really be said about a calendar? It's a calendar. You get the bonus months and help in

knowing your next year. However, if you are in the fandom of The Legend of Zelda or even Nintendo

it makes 2016's The Legend of Zelda Wall Calendar extra special. Not only is 2016 the 30th

anniversary of the series, with an old and new Zelda game on their way, but Nintendo is set to make

its new system known. 2016 is big for Zelda fans and Nintendo fans, and this calendar can help you

mark the days in style with them. Every month is given some really great imagery from the series,

with excellent touches of color like in green and purple. My favorite is definitely the October Skull

Kid treatment, but all of the months have great touches and make this a great companion for the

dawn of any day in 2016.

This is a nice high quality calendar printed on good quality stock, with brilliant, vibrant colors. The

calendar is printed with clear, legible fonts and appropriate holidays marked, although moon phases

are not represented. The calendar portion also has the following two months and a small piece of

artwork to compliment the main artwork.I am docking one star for having to stare at Tingle for the

entire month of March...I should dock two stars, but the other 11 months more than make up for this

transgression.

High quality and clear, colorful images
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